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Context 

This thesis is a requirement for graduating the master’s degree in Rehabilitation Sciences and 

Physical Therapy at Hasselt University. This master’s thesis covers a cohort study within the 

domain of rehabilitation in internal and musculoskeletal diseases and can be of interest for 

researchers and clinicians, particularly those working with chronic non-specific low back pain 

(NS-CLBP) patients. Gaining knowledge in the effect(s) of a single high-intensity interval 

exercise (HIIE) on inflammatory mediators may be of importance to individually prescribe the 

correct dosage/intensity for patients with NS-CLBP. The thesis’ data were obtained from the 

main cross-sectional cohort study research of dr J. Verbrugghe and his research team. The 

main research of dr. J. Verbrugghe aimed to gain more insights on the effects of a HIIE and 

moderate intense continuous exercise (MICE) protocol on pain processing and inflammatory 

markers in persons with NS-CLBP. The master’s thesis will only discuss the effect of the HIIE 

on circulatory inflammatory markers in persons with NS-CLBP. This study is the second part of 

the master thesis and was carried out in cooperation with the REVAL research centre of 

Hasselt University, the research team of dr. J. Verbrugghe and our promotor prof. dr. K. 

Verboven. The first part of the master thesis covered a literature search on the effects of 

physical exercise on interleukin-6 (IL-6), tumor-necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), C-reactive 

protein (CRP) and interleukin-10 (IL-10) in overweight or obese individuals. 

The thesis was written according the central format. 

Two master’s students (D.S. and E.S.) cooperated in order to write this thesis which resulted 

in a duo master’s thesis. These two students had no part in the development of the research 

design, because the research of dr. J. Verbrugghe was already initiated. The research question 

of these thesis was determined in accordance with the promotor team. Together with other 

master’s students within the study of dr. J. Verbrughhe, D.S. and E.S. assisted with the 

recruitment of the healthy controls. Subsequentially, D.S. and E.S. assisted the dr. J. 

Verbrugghe during the testing moments of their own recruited healthy controls.  Raw data of 

the inflammatory markers were obtained by dr. J. Verbrugghe and independently statistically 

processed by D.S. and E.S. The statistical processing of the inflammatory data is only a small 

part of the mean research of dr. J. Verbrugghe and is presented independently of the other 

measurements in this thesis.   
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1. Abstract 

Background: Non-specific chronic low back pain (NS-CLBP) is a common condition with a great 

social burden. High intensity training proved to be feasible and a more effective therapy 

modality in comparison with moderate intensity modality. However, it is not yet known how 

these beneficial effects establish, in which inflammatory factors may play a role, as they are 

subject to (intense) exertion.  

Objectives: The effect of a single high-intensity interval exercise (HIIE) will be investigated on 

inflammatory mediators in individuals with NS-CLBP in comparison of healthy controls.  

Participants: 10 subjects (4 women and 6 men) with NS-CLBP were recruited in collaboration 

with the ‘outpatient rehabilitation’ department of the Jessa Hospital. An age- and body mass 

index-matched healthy control group (n=8) was included.  

Measurements: All subjects executed a maximal exercise test to establish an individualised 

HIIE protocol. The intensity for the HIIE was based on the maximal resistance during the 

previously taken CPET. Before and immediately after the HIIE protocol, a venous blood sample 

was taken to measure inflammatory markers (TNF-α, IL-6, IL-10 and IL-1β).  

Results: Basal concentrations of IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-10 were similar between both groups. IL-1β 

significantly increased following HIIE in both groups. IL-10 only increased significantly for the 

NS-CLBP group. IL-6 did not change significantly following HIIE in both groups. TNF-α was not 

statistically analysed, because of too many missing data.  

Conclusion: This study provided low evidence for the effect of HIIE on inflammatory 

markers in individuals with NS-CLBP in comparison to HC. HIIE induced a significant increase 

of IL-1β for both groups. Only for the NS-CLBP group IL-10 significantly increased, therefore 

HIIT exercise could be an adequate addition to the physical rehabilitation of NS-CLBP patients. 

In addition, this study did not find a correlation between participant characteristics and the 

inflammatory response. These findings needs to be further explored. 

Important keywords: “Low Back Pain”[MeSH], “Exercise”[MeSH] and “Inflammation”[MeSH]  
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2. Introduction 

2.1 Background 

Low back pain (LBP) is a clinical representation of a musculoskeletal problem (Hartvigsen et 

al., 2018). At least half of the general population will experience low back pain at some point 

in their lifetime. Community based studies reported a lifetime prevalence of LBP from 51% to 

84% (McBeth & Jones, 2007). The potential nociceptive contributors to the pain are the 

intervertebral disc, facet joint and the vertebral endplates, but for nearly all people presenting 

with low back pain, the specific nociceptive source cannot be identified (Hartvigsen et al., 

2018). Clinicians will therefore differentiate between non-specific LBP and specific LBP, the 

latter possibly resulting from vertebral fractures, axial spondylarthritis, malignancy, infections 

and the cauda equina syndrome (Hartvigsen et al., 2018). The representation of LBP and its 

maintenance are not only determined by biophysical factors, but also the social, psychological, 

genetic factors and comorbidities may have an impact on the pain-processing mechanisms 

(Cimmino et al., 2011; Hartvigsen et al., 2018). When LBP becomes chronic, it turns into a 

great social burden with consequences such as recurring and increasing health care costs, 

limitation of participation in society, long-term work absenteeism and overall disability 

(Hartvigsen et al., 2018; March et al., 2014). The multidimensional treatment approach for 

non-specific chronic low back pain (NS-CLBP) consist of education and graded active exercise 

therapy to increase their level of daily activity and to decrease pain and disability. In the 

following systematic reviews aerobic exercise training, resistance training, pilates, functional 

restoration and McKenzie therapy are the most preferable types of exercise to diminish the 

pain intensity and functional limitations in individuals with NS-CLBP (Hayden et al., 2021; 

Owen et al., 2020; Wewege et al., 2018). However, current clinical guidelines lack specific 

recommendations for preferred exercise modalities in this patient population (Staal et al., 

2013). Of interest, the type and dosage of exercise is considered to be depending on the 

individual patient presentation, individual goal setting and the outcome(s) of interest (Hayden 

et al., 2021; Owen et al., 2020; Staal et al., 2013; Wewege et al., 2018). In this study, the 

modality of high-intensity interval exercise (HIIE) protocol was used. High intense training 

proved to be feasible and a more effective therapy modality in comparison with moderate 

intensity modality in function of disability and exercise capacity (Verbrugghe et al., 2019). 
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Vigorous exercise with appropriate resting periods can induce an anti-inflammatory 

environment (Cerqueira et al., 2020). Evidence insinuate that single bouts of physical activity 

induce an increase of circulating skeletal muscle-derived IL-6, causing an anti-inflammatory 

environment for a population with chronic low grade inflammation (Nimmo et al., 2013). 

However, the effect of acute exposure to physical activity is short-lived (± 24 hours), and thus 

unlikely to cause any adaptive change. Cumulative bouts of physical activity otherwise will 

achieve long-term adaptation to training, leading to a new functional threshold (Egan & 

Zierath, 2013).  Nevertheless the type of physical activity is important to determine the impact 

on the health benefits, as numerously shown in metabolic research (Christiansen et al., 2010; 

Egan & Zierath, 2013; Gray et al., 2009; Polak et al., 2006). Of interest, aerobic training seems 

to have a larger decreasing effect on the inflammation than resistance training (Egan & 

Zierath, 2013). Low-intensity exercise programmes (lower than 70% of the maximum aerobic 

capacity) are not sufficient to have a relevant adaptation of the inflammatory markers at least 

in individuals with chronic low-grade inflammation (Christiansen et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2009; 

Polak et al., 2006). Instead, physical activity should have at least a moderate to vigorous 

intensity to have an anti-inflammatory impact, as was shown recently in a healthy population 

(Cerqueira et al., 2020). Until now, there is no literature to describe the effect of acute physical 

protocol on the inflammatory markers within a population of NS-CLBP.  

Based on current existing literature, there is evidence of a low grade of systematic 

inflammation in patients with NS-CLBP. The clinical controlled trail of Teodorczyk-Injeyan et 

al. (2019) described elevated pro-inflammatory serum concentrations of interleukin-6 (IL-6), 

tumor-necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin-1β (IL-1β) in both acute and chronic LBP, 

in comparison to the healthy controls. Additionally, the anti-inflammatory mediators, such as 

IL-10, were significantly reduced. These results suggest an imbalance between the 

inflammatory mediators, resulting in proinflammatory status (Teodorczyk-Injeyan et al., 

2019). Two systematic reviews agreed with the presence of a pro-inflammatory state, mainly 

driven by elevated TNF-α levels, while data on IL-6 and IL-1β were more inconclusive (Morris 

et al., 2020; van den Berg et al., 2018). Therefore, the relevance of systemic inflammation in 

patients with NS-CLBP remains rather unclear. Further investigation is needed to gain more 

insides into the role of low grade inflammation in the development or maintenance of NS-

CLBP and related symptoms (Morris et al., 2020; van den Berg et al., 2018).   
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2.2 Objective 

This observational cohort study investigates the inflammatory response following a single HIIE 

protocol in individuals with NS-CLBP, in comparison to healthy controls.  

2.3 Primary research questions 

The central research question: “Which inflammatory responses occur following a single HIIE 

protocol in persons with NS-CLBP in comparison of healthy controls?”. Both pro-inflammatory 

(IL-6, TNF-α and IL-1β) and anti-inflammatory markers (IL-10) were investigated, based on 

their contribution in systematic low-grade inflammation (Petersen & Pedersen, 2005; 

Tzanavari et al., 2010).     

Furthermore, as secondary outcome measures, this thesis will investigate whether these 

inflammatory responses correlate with the characteristics of the participants, such as age, 

gender, body weight, body mass index (BMI), maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max), maximum 

relative oxygen uptake (VO2/kg), maximum work rate (MWR), minute ventilation (V’E), tidal 

volume (VT) , breathing frequency (BF) and maximum heart rate (MHR).  
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3. Methods and materials 

3.1 Study design 

This cohort study was carried out without further follow-up (Figure 1). The study consisted 

out of two groups. The experimental NS-CLBP group and the healthy control (HC) group, were 

subjected to two testing moments. Data-collection was carried out in REVAL (Hasselt 

University).  

 
Figure 1 Study design 
Abbreviations: NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; AM = Anthropometric measurements; 
CPET = Cardiopulmonary exercise test; HIIE = High-intensity interval exercise. 

3.2 Participants 

In order to answer the research questions two groups were created. Group NS-CLBP, being 

the experimental group, consisted of 10 individuals with NS-CLBP (see 3.2.1. for detailed 

inclusion criteria). The subjects in group NS-CLBP were recruited in collaboration with the 

“outpatient rehabilitation” department of the Jessa Hospital, Hasselt, Belgium. Patients 

eligible for the research received information about the study from their physician during the 

first consultation. Interested patients were given a study flyer and a form to grant approval 

for further contact. Following initial consent, the researches contacted the potential patients 

to provide relevant information, answer initial questions and deliver the final consent form. 

Patients were enrolled within two weeks of signing the consent form. This study was approved 

on 23th of November 2020 by the local medical ethical committee of Jessa hospital, Hasselt , 

Belgium. The study was conformed to the latest standards of the Declaration of Helsinki 

(2013). The Belgian registration number is B2432020000031. 
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The HC group consisted out of 8 healthy individuals. They were recruited via convenience 

sampling (folders, posters and social media advertisements). When the potential candidates 

received additional information, they provided their age and BMI. With these parameters the 

researches could match the healthy control to a patient in NS-CLBP group. When they were 

found eligible they were provided with the informed consent. When the informed consent 

was signed they were enrolled within two weeks. 

3.2.1 Inclusion criteria 

The inclusion criteria for group NS-CLBP (the experimental group):  

(1) Primary complaint is non-specific chronic low back pain, meaning: 

a. Low back pain is defined as pain in the area between the lower ribs and the 

upper buttock crease, with or without lower limb radiation 

b. Chronic: duration ongoing episode longer than 12 weeks with a mean intensity 

of the pain between a visual analogue scale (VAS) score of 3-8/10 

c. Non-specific: the major pain cannot be diagnosed as a known pathology 

(2) Age: 18-65 years 

(3) The moment of assessment the acute intensity needs to be between a VAS 3-8/10 

(4) Understanding of the Dutch language (written and spoken) 

The inclusion criteria for group HC: 

(1) Absence of chronic or acute musculoskeletal complaints (i.e. a VAS score lower than 

2/10 during the last 24 hours) 

(2) Age: 18-65 years  

(3) Understanding of the Dutch language (written and spoken) 

3.2.2 Exclusion criteria 

The exclusion criteria for both group NS-CLBP and HC: 

(1) Undergoing an invasive spinal surgery the past 18 months (micro surgery was allowed, 

arthrodesis was excluded) 

(2) Presence of uni- or bilateral radiculopathy of the lower extremities 
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(3) Presence of any of the following comorbidities: paresis and sensory disturbances with 

a neurological cause in the lower extremities, diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, 

autoimmune disorders etc. 

(4) Currently pregnant  

(5) Current complaints and/or incapacity for work > 6 months 

(6) Exercise therapy (i.e. active rehabilitation) for low back pain in the last six months 

3.3 Exercise protocol 

In order to determine the resistance for the exercise protocol the subjects executed a 

cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET). Both groups executed the CPET during the first 

assessment at REVAL, Hasselt University. Throughout the training a bicycle ergometer (eBike 

Basic, General Electric GmbH, Bitz, Germany) with pulmonary gas exchange analysis 

(MetaMax 3B, Cortex Biophysik GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) was used. A heart rate monitor 

chest strap (Polar Electro Inc., Finland) was used to continuously monitor the heart rate. 

3.3.1 Protocol CPET 

Following a five-minute warm-up, the step-by-step resistance protocol was used until the 

maximum wattage is reached. The protocol begun at 40 Watts, was increased with 20 Watts 

per minute and the participants cycled 80 reps/minute. Maximum wattage was determined 

when the subjects were not able to maintain a stable 80 reps per minute. To validate whether 

the subject reached maximal exertion the minimal RER of 1.10 had to be reached and/or the 

heart rate did not raise more than 5% in the last minute. 

3.3.2 High intensity interval exercise protocol 

Following a five-minute warm-up, the HIIE protocol started. The protocol was composed of 

five one-minute bouts (110 reps/minute at 100% of the maximal workload), alternated with 

one minute of active rest (75 reps per minute at 50% of the maximal workload). The 

individually calculated maximal workload was manually entered into the bicycle ergometer. 

The cap of 110 reps/minute was visually monitored, if the participant was in danger of going 

under this limit he was encouraged to cycle more quickly. Subsequently the subject had a 

maximal cooldown of five minutes. 
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3.4 Measurements 

All measurements were carried out in REVAL, Hasselt University. The evaluation of both 

groups consisted of two assessments (Figure 1). The assessments were scheduled on separate 

days, with at least seven days and maximum fourteen days in between the assessments. The 

first moment consisted of CPET. The second moment consisted of two blood measurements, 

the HIIE protocol (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 Flowchart for assessment 2  
Abbreviations: NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; HIIE = High-intensity interval exercise. 

3.4.1 Anthropometric parameters 

Prior to the exercise protocol, participants’ body height and weight was measured with a 

calibrated a stadiometer (Seca, Hamburg, Germany) and a scale (Polar Electro Inc., Finland), 

Respectively. With these parameters the BMI was calculated. 

3.4.2 Physical capacity measurements 

The CPET was necessary to determine the correct settings for the HIIE protocol. During this 

test oxygen uptake (VO2max), expiratory volume (V’E), respiratory rate (RER), heartrate (HR) 

were measured and an average was taken every 10 seconds. The same equipment was used 

as described in training protocol (see 3.3 Exercise protocol).  

3.4.3 Blood measurements and analysis 

There were two blood samples collected during the HIIE protocol assessment. Time point one 

being baseline (before the HIIE protocol) and time point two 10 minutes after completing the 

protocol (Figure 2). A trained nurse collected a 5 ml venous blood sample (serum) at each time 

point by venous puncture. The samples were kept at room temperature for two hours.  
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Afterwards, they were centrifuged at 1300 g for 15 minutes, transferred to cryovials (4 

cryovials of 500µl), and stored at -80 ° C in the University Biobank Limburg (UBiLim) until 

further processing and analysis. Inflammatory markers (IL-6, IL-10, TNF-α and IL-1β) were 

assayed using the LEGENDplex Human Inflammation Panel 1 kit (#740809, LEGENDplex™, 

Biolegend Inc., USA), according to the manual of the manufacturer. 

3.4.4 Additional measurements 

Additional measurements were taken in the main study of Dr. J. Verbrugghe and his research 

team, which were not included in the current thesis. Both groups took the International 

Physical Activity Questionnaire short form (IPAQ), Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS-21),  

the Short form Health Survey (SF-36) and the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI). The chronic 

low back pain group had some additional questionnaires, namely the Brief Pain Inventory 

short form (BPI-sf), the Modified Oswestry Disability Index (MODI) and the Fear-Avoidance 

Components Scale (FACS). Quantitative sensory testing (QST) were also used to investigate 

nociceptive stimulus processing. Following sociodemographic data was collected, in both 

groups, prior to all the measurements: age, gender, family and work situation, education and 

profession, lifestyle factors (smoking). In group NS-CLBP additional sociodemographic data 

was collected, which were: their global medical history, low back pain history, medication 

usage for NS-CLBP and specific rehabilitation history. The outcome of these measurement will 

not be discussed in this article.  

3.5 Statistical analyses 

Results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and the level of statistical 

significance for all analysis was set at p < 0.05. Three conditions were tested for all the 

samples, including normality of distribution, homoscedasticity and the independence of the 

samples. Normality of distribution was assessed for all data using the Sharpiro-Wilk test. 

Homoscedasticity for all data was assessed using the Brown-Forsythe test.  

The Baseline comparisons between the NS-CLBP group and the HC group were made using 

independent Student’s T-test for continuous variables. The continuous variables including age, 

weight, VO2, VO2/kg, V’E, VT, BF, RER, MHR and MWR demonstrate a normal distribution and 

equal variances. Normality of distribution was not confirmed for the BMI as continuous 
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variable. Hereby the Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum Exact test (Rank-sum test) was used for 

comparison. Gender and BMI are the categorical variables for comparison. For gender (2 

levels), Fisher’s Exact test was used as the non-parametric test, because the conditions 

“min(n1 ,n2 ) p  5” and “min(n1 ,n2 ) (1-p) 5” were not met. For BMI (3 levels), Fisher’s Exact 

test was used as the non-parametric test, because the condition “all expected values < 5” was 

not met. 

Each inflammatory marker was measured and analysed twice and the mean of both 

measurements was considered as the true value. The inflammatory markers were analysed in 

the laboratory by an independent lab technician. The detection threshold was calculated, 

before analysing, using a blank sample. Since the samples were analysed in two different 

batches there were two different detection thresholds for each of the inflammatory markers. 

If one of the two measurements was under the detection threshold the higher value was 

considered as true. If both measurements were under the detection threshold the mean of 

both detection thresholds was considered as the true value. When more than 60% of the data 

was undetectable the inflammatory marker was considered undetectable.  

Intent-to-treat analysis was performed for each intervention group. Within groups, pre- and 

post-measurements are dependent, so a paired Student’s T-test was used for IL-6 and IL1-β in 

the HC group. The Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum Exact test (signed rank test) was used as non-

parametric test for IL-10 in the HC group and for IL-6, IL-10 and IL1-β in the NS-CLBP group. 

TNF-α was considered to be unmeasurable, because of to many missing data. 62,5% of the 

results from the HC group was measured below the detection limit of 3.44 pg/mL. 35% of the 

results from the NS-CLBP group was measured below the detection limit. 

The basal inflammation comparison consist of independent measurements. The IL-10 datasets 

in both groups have a normal distribution, so a Student’s T-test was used. IL1-β and IL-6 did 

not have a normal distribution, so the Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum Exact test was used.   

Differences in intervention effects were assessed by comparing the residues (Δ(t2-t1)) of HIIE 

protocol between the NS-CLBP group and the controls. The residues of the NS-CLBP group and 

the controls are independent. The Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum Exact test (rank-sum test) was used 

as non-parametric test for IL-6, IL-10 and IL-1β. All parameters showed homoscedasticity, so 

the Welch test was not considered.  
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To the screen for confounding variables, a general linear model was used. This linear model 

includes continuous (age and BMI) and categorical variables (group and gender). The linearity, 

homoscedasticity and normal distribution of the residuals of the inflammatory markers were 

estimated for both baseline inflammation concentrations and effect of HIIE on inflammation 

concentrations. All the residuals fulfilled their assumptions (linearity, homoscedasticity and 

normal distribution). Next, the Analysis of Variance was taken of the residuals. Significant 

results suggested interaction. When interaction occurred, a simplified linear model was used 

for investigating this interaction more in detail.  With a multivariate method the correlations 

between the factors were analysed. The correlation between the effect on IL-6 and age, 

weight, VO2, VO2/kg, V’E, VT, BF, RER, MHR and MWR were analysed with the Pearson 

correlation method. The non-parametric Spearman’s Rho was used for all other correlations. 

All data analysis was performed using the SAS software (v. JMP PRO 16.2, University Hasselt, 

Belgium) by two independent statisticians. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Baseline Characteristics  

In the NS-CLBP group six men and four women with an average age of 46 ± 8 years participated 

in this study (Table 1). For the HC group, five men and three women with an average age of 

45 ± years participated (Table 1). Based on anthropometric variables (age, p = 0.7889; gender, 

p = 1; weight, p = 0.6904; and BMI, p = 0.0807) both groups were comparable (Table 1). 

Regarding functional capacity, V’E (p = 0.0445), BF (p = 0.0153) and RER (p = 0.0243) were 

significant higher in the HC group. While the VO2 (p = 0.6554), VO2/kg (p = 0.3455) and VT (p 

= 0.3016) were similar between the NS-CLBP group and the HC group. Also the MHR (p = 

0.3406) and MWR (p = 0.4240) did not significantly differ between both groups.  
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Table 1  

Baseline characteristics of the participants 

 NS-LBP (n = 10) HC (n= 8)  

 Mean ± SD Mean ± SD p 

Age (yr)  46 ± 8 45 ± 6 0.7889 

Gender, n (%)   1.0000 

      Men 6 (60%) 5 (62.5%)  

      Women 4 (40%) 3 (37.5%)  

Weight (kg) 85.4 ± 16.7 82.1 ± 18.1 0.6904 

BMI (kg∙m-²) 28 ± 5 27 ± 5 0.0807 

BMI,  n (%)    0.6827 

      ≤25 kg∙m-² 3 (30%) 4 (50%)  

      25-30 kg∙m-² 2 (20%) 1 (12.5%)  

      ≥30 kg∙m-² 5 (50%) 3 (37.5%)  

VO2 (L∙min-1) 2.42 + 0.87 2.58 ± 0.61 0.6554 

VO2/kg (ml/min/kg) 28 ± 9 32 ± 6 0.3455 

V’E (L/min)  96.9 ± 28.9 126.9 ± 29.1 0.0445* 

VT (L)  2.39 ± 0.53 2.65 ± 0.48 0.3016 

BF (/min) 40 ± 5 48 ± 7 0.0153* 

RER  1.21 ± 0.09 1.33 ± 0.11 0.0243* 

MHR (bpm)   165 ± 19 (n=9) 172 ± 9 0.3406 

MWR (W)   191 ± 63 212 ± 38 0.4240 

Abbreviations:  NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; VO2 =  Maximum oxygen uptake;  

VO2/kg =  Maximum relative oxygen uptake; V’E = Minute ventilation; VT = Tidal volume; BF = Breathing frequency; RER =  

Respiratory exchange ratio; MHR = Maximum heart rate;  MWR =  Maximum work Rate; BMI = body mass index 

*Significance α = 0.05  
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4.2 Changes in markers of inflammation 

IL-6 did not significant increase in both groups (NS-CLBP, p = 0.3203; HC, p = 0.3552) (Table 2). 

The anti-inflammatory marker, IL-10, increased significantly for the NS-CLBP group (p = 

0.0313), but not for the HC group (p = 0.0547) (Table 2). IL-1β significantly increased for both 

groups (NS-CLBP, p = 0.0186 ; HC, p = 0.0417) (Table 2). The effect of HIIE of each participant 

is shown in Figure 3. TNF-α was considered to be unmeasurable, because of to many missing 

data. 62,5% of the results from the HC group was measured below the detection limit of 3.44 

pg/mL. 35% of the results from the NS-CLBP group was measured below the detection limit.  
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Table 2 

Changes in markers of inflammation (within group effect)  

 NS-CLBP (n = 10) HC (n = 8) 

 Pre Post p Pre Post p 

IL-6 (pg/mL)    15.67 ± 16.92 17.39 ± 19.36 0.3203 15.04 ± 16.05 15.55 ± 13.06 0.3552 

IL-10 (pg/mL) 12.21 ± 9.12 15.08 ± 13.41   0.0313* 11.14 ± 10.54 11.94 ± 10.88 0.0547 

IL-1β (pg/mL)   5.64 ± 3.41 8.21 ± 5.28   0.0186* 6.47 ± 6.97 7.27 ± 7.59   0.0417* 

TNF-α (pg/mL) - - - - - - 

Abbreviations: NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; IL = Interleukin, TNF-α = Tumour necrosis factor alpha 

Mean + SD  

*Significance α = 0.05  
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Figure 3 Changes in markers of inflammation (within group effect) 
Abbreviations: NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; IL = Interleukin  
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4.3 The effect of HIIE comparison between NS-CLBP and HC  

No significant differences were found between the interleukins pre-measurements of the NS-

CLBP group and the HC group (IL-6, p = 0.7589; IL-10, p = 0.8206; IL-1β, p = 0.7591) 

(Table/Figure 3). No significant differences were found in the effect size between the NS-CLBP 

group and the HC Group (IL-6, p = 0.8964; IL-10, p = 0.8787; IL-1β, p = 0.1211)  (Table/Figure 

3). In other words, the increase of the inflammation is similar between the NS-CLBP group and 

the HC group. 
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Table 3 

Type of exercise comparison (inter-group effect)  

 
Baseline comparison NS-CLBP vs HC Effect comparison NS-CLBP vs HC 

 NS-CLBP HC  NS-CLBP HC  

 Pre Pre p Δ (t2-t1) Δ (t2-t1) p 

IL-6 (pg/mL)   15.67 ± 16.92 15.04 ± 16.05 0.7589 1.72 ± 4.35 0.52 ± 3.78 0.8964 

IL-10 (pg/mL) 12.21 ± 9.12 11.14 ± 10.54 0.8206 2.87 ± 5.72 0.80 ± 1.37 0.8787 

IL-1β (pg/mL)   5.64 ± 3.41 6.46 ± 6.94 0.7591 2.57 ± 3.47 0.80 ± 1.12 0.1211 

TNF-α (pg/mL) - - - - - - 

Abbreviations: NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; IL = interleukin, TNF-α = Tumour necrosis factor alpha 

Mean + SD  

Significance α = 0.05  
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4.4 Confounding factors and correlations  

This linear model includes continuous (age and BMI) and categorical variables (group and 

gender). No interaction was found on the baseline IL-1β (p = 0.1585), IL-6 (p = 0.4991) and IL-

10 (p = 0.1766) (Table 4). No interaction was found for the effect of HIIE on IL-1β (p = 0.4548), 

IL-6 (p = 0.4389) and IL-10 (p = 0.3292) (Table 5).  

Higher BMI was not significantly correlated with lower basal concentrations of IL-1β (r = -

0.1206; p = 0.4648). Higher BMI was not significantly correlated with higher basal 

concentrations of IL-6 (r = 0.1840; p = 0.4648) and IL-10 (r = 0.2795; p = 0.2614). Higher age 

was not significantly correlated with higher IL-1β (r = 0.0303; p = 0.9050), IL-6 (r = 0.2288 ; p = 

0.3610) and IL-10 (r = 0.1510; p = 0.5498) (Table 4).  

Higher BMI was not significantly correlated with a higher increase of IL-1β (r = 0.1238;p = 

0.6246), IL-6 (r = 0.2087;p = 0.4059) and IL-10 (r = 0.2890; p = 0.8560). Higher age was not 

significantly correlated with a higher increase of IL-1β (r = 0.2591; p = 0.2992) and IL-6 (r = 

0.0144; p  = 0.9547). Higher age was not significantly correlated with a lower increase  of IL-

10 (r = -0.0460; p = 0.8560) (Table 5).  

All other baseline characteristics are not significantly correlated on the basal concentrations 

of inflammation (Table 4) and the effect on inflammation (Table 5). 
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Table 4 

Baseline screening of confounding variables  (Linear model – Spearman’s Rho correlations) 

 IL-1β IL-6 IL-10 

Analysis of 

Variance  

(Prob > F)  

0.1585 0.4991 0.1766 

Correlations r p r p r p 

Age  0.0303 0.9050  0.2288 0.3610  0.1510 0.5498 

Weight -0.0772 0.7607  0.2295 0.3598  0.3614 0.1406 

BMI  -0.1206 0.6337  0.1840 0.4648  0.2795 0.2614 

VO2 -0.0031 0.9902  0.0928 0.7142  0.2673 0.2836 

VO2/kg  0.0907 0.7203 -0.0031 0.9902  0.0960 0.7048 

V’E -0.1262 0.6178 -0.0866 0.7327  0.1249 0.6215 

VT -0.0678 0.7893  0.0991 0.6957  0.2755 0.2684 

BF  0.0198 0.9378 -0.1825 0.4686 -0.0836 0.7416 

RER  0.0866 0.7327 -0.0323 0.8987 -0.0918 0.7170 

MHR  0.2482 0.3369 -0.0546 0.8351  0.2623 0.3092 

MWR  0.0514 0.8396  0.0765 0.7628  0.2718 0.2753 

Linear model: Categorical variables: Group: NS-CLBP and HC; Gender: Men and women - Continuous variables: Age and BMI  

Correlations are analysed with the Spearman’s Rho correlation   

Abbreviations: NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; IL = interleukin; VO2 =  Maximum oxygen uptake;  VO2/kg =  Maximum relative oxygen uptake; V’E = 

Minute ventilation; VT = Tidal volume; BF = Breathing frequency; RER = Respiratory exchange ratio; MHR = Maximum heart rate;  MWR =  Maximum work Rate; BMI = body mass index  
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Table 5 

Effect screening of confounding variables  (Linear model – Pearson/Spearman’s Rho correlations) 

 IL-1β IL-6 IL-10 

Analysis of 

Variance  

(Prob > F)  

0.4548 0.4389 0.3292 

Correlations r p r p r p 

Age  0.2591 0.2992   0.0144* 0.9547 -0.0460 0.8560 

Weight  0.1480 0.5579   0.2396* 0.3382  0.3502 0.1542 

BMI   0.1238 0.6246 0.2087 0.4059  0.2890 0.2447 

VO2 -0.1458 0.5637  -0.0683* 0.7876  0.0558 0.8261 

VO2/kg -0.2079 0.4079  -0.1975* 0.4321 -0.0568 0.8229 

V’E -0.1251 0.6208  -0.0781* 0.7582  0.1941 0.4402 

VT -0.0610 0.8099  -0.0952* 0.7072   0.0764 0.7632 

BF -0.2079 0.4079  -0.0851* 0.7372  0.1291 0.6098 

RER  0.0714 0.7784   0.1808* 0.4728  0.2117 0.3991 

MHR  0.2654 0.3033   0.0586* 0.8233 -0.2085 0.4220 

MWR -0.1674 0.5068  -0.0265* 0.9169  0.1079 0.6699 

Linear model: Categorical variables: Group: NS-CLBP and HC; Gender: Men and women - Continuous variables: Age and BMI  

Correlations analysed with the Spearman’s Rho correlation  

*Correlations analysed with the Pearson correlation 

Abbreviations: NS-CLBP = Non-specific chronic low back pain; HC = Healthy control; IL = interleukin; VO2 =  Maximum oxygen uptake;  VO2/kg =  Maximum relative oxygen uptake; V’E = 

Minute ventilation; VT = Tidal volume; BF = Breathing frequency; RER = Respiratory exchange ratio; MHR = Maximum heart rate;  MWR =  Maximum work Rate; BMI = body mass index  
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5. Discussion 

This study tried to evaluate the effect of a single HIIE on the inflammatory markers of 

individuals with NS-CLBP. As current literature has already shown that the behaviour of 

inflammatory markers differs between an acute bout of exercise and training (Egan & Zierath, 

2013; Nimmo et al., 2013). This study found a significant increase of IL-10 and IL-1β after the 

exercise in the NS-CLBP group. In the HC group, only IL-1β was found to be significantly 

increased, although IL-10 had a trend to significance (p = 0.0547). Furthermore, there was no 

significant difference found between the NS-CLBP and HC group in baseline inflammatory 

markers and the effect of HIIT exercise on inflammatory markers. The results of this study 

show a promising value of HIIT exercise in the rehabilitation of NS-CLBP patients to induce an 

inflammatory response. Based on these results, the kinetic of inflammatory markers in NS-

CLBP patients on HIIE is similar to the kinetics of HC.  

Concerning the comparison of the groups, they were comparable for most of their 

anthropometric data (p > 0.05). The groups differed significantly on V’E, BF and RER of the 

CPET measurements. The NS-CLBP group showed a significantly lower V’E, BF and RER than 

the HC group. The RER measure describes the metabolization of substrates providing the body 

with energy. With the RER being the ratio of VCO2/VO2. Exceeding a RER of 1.0 represents the 

reaction of the body to buffer the accumulation of acidification by evacuating more carbon 

dioxide. Therefore, the significant difference between the HC and NS-CLBP of V’E and BF are 

linked to the RER measure. The objective of the CPET was to determine the resistance for the 

exercise protocol, these complementary measurements were taken during the process. Thus, 

we do not know if the significant difference in these complementary measurements had an 

impact on the measurements of the inflammatory markers. Although no correlations were 

found between the inflammatory markers and these complementary measurements (V’E, BF, 

RER). Though these results suggest that there is no interference on the outcome 

measurements of the study, we cannot exclude a confounding factor. Because of the limited 

number of participants (NS-CLBP, n = 10; HC, n = 8), no sub-differentiation could be made in 

BMI categories. Thanks to the current literature (Christiansen et al., 2013; Pereira & Alvarez-

Leite, 2014), it is known that the BMI of the participants can influence the inflammation. This 

study did not find BMI to be a confounding factor. However, because of the low sample size, 
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it is still critical to consider BMI as a possible confounding factor. The same remark applies for 

the age (Paik et al., 2013; Wyczalkowska-Tomasik et al., 2016) and gender (Gameiro & Romao, 

2010) of the participants. 

The release of cytokines at the site of inflammation is a local response to tissue injury. When 

tissue injury occurs, the cytokines and cytokine inhibitors may increase in severalfold and 

decrease when the trauma is healed. For chronic LBP patients, Kaufman and Carl (2013) 

describe among others TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-10 as the cytokines of interest for the disease 

process and a possible subsequent recovery (Kaufman & Carl, 2013). In this study the pro-

inflammatory state of NS-CLBP patients could not been proven since the pre-measurement 

cytokines (IL-6, IL-10 and IL-1β) between the NS-CLBP group and HC group were not 

significantly different. These inconclusive results can be explained by the fact that the power 

of the study was too low, with only 10 participants in the NS-CLBP group and 8 participants in 

the HC group. Nevertheless, the link between low-grade inflammation and chronic LBP has 

been researched in various studies (Morris et al., 2020; Teodorczyk-Injeyan et al., 2019; van 

den Berg et al., 2018). Also, Teodorczyk-Injeyan et al. (2019) described significantly elevated 

pro-inflammatory concentrations of TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-1β in both acute and chronic LBP 

patients in comparison to the asymptomatic controls while IL-10 was significantly reduced for 

the chronic LBP patients. On the other side, Morris et al. (2020) and van den Berg et al. (2018) 

also conclude in the presence of a pro-inflammatory state, mainly driven by elevated TNF-α 

levels, while data on IL-6 and IL-1β were more inconclusive. Regarding TNF-α in the baseline 

measurements, the data could not be used due to more than 60% of measurements of the HC 

group being below the detection threshold. Nevertheless, 62,5% of the measurements for HC 

were below the detection threshold for 35% of the NS-CLBP. Therefore, if the tests had been 

more precise and the detection threshold lower, it is possible that this study would have found 

the same conclusion.  

Regarding the effect of exercise on inflammation, the first cytokine present in the circulation 

introduced by exercise is IL-6. IL-6 has been classified as both a pro-inflammatory and an anti-

inflammatory cytokine. The effects of IL-6 include stimulating the production of IL-1ra and IL-

10 and inhibiting the production of TNF-α. Hereby muscle-derived IL-6, TNF-R, IL-1ra and IL-

10 will exponentially increase in the blood circulation during exercise. Furthermore IL-10 

inhibits the production of IL-1α, IL-1β and TNF-α (Petersen & Pedersen, 2005). The current 
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study found no significant difference of IL-6 before and after HIIE in the NS-CLBP and HC 

groups (within groups). Plasma IL-6 increases in an exponential trend over time and peaks 

shortly after the cessation of the exercise (Fischer, 2006). The peak of IL-6 increases according 

to duration and intensity, if the duration is extended the peak occurs later and is augmented. 

If the intensity increases IL-6 peak is likely to occur faster and  (Fischer, 2006; Ostrowski et al., 

1998; Steensberg et al., 2000). The HIIE protocol of this study consisted of 5 minutes warm-

up followed by alternate 1 minutes high intensity exercise and 1 minutes of active rest exercise 

over 10 minutes. The samples were taken approximately 15 minutes after the actual cessation 

of exercise (maximal 5 minutes of active cool down and 10 minutes passive rest). In the current 

study the IL-6 peak seems to be already in its decay period, the results are not significant 

between before and after the HIIE protocol. Subsequently, a significant difference in both 

groups for IL-1β was found, IL-1β was significantly higher in both groups after HIIE. The kinetics 

of IL-1β is poorly described in the literature. IL-1β is considered to be part of the initial cascade 

pro-inflammatory cytokines including TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 (Pedersen et al., 2001). However, 

IL-1β seems to stay detectable longer in the blood than IL-6 in both of the study groups. At 

last, a significant difference was found for IL-10 in the NS-CLBP, IL-10 was significantly higher 

after the HIIE. The NS-CLBP group seems to induce a higher production of IL-10 anti-

inflammatory cytokine. Those findings could suggest that single HIIE induces a higher response 

for patients with NS-CLBP, therefore HIIE would be an adequate addition to the physical 

rehabilitation of NS-CLBP patients. Projections of interleukin (IL-6, IL-10 and IL-1β) kinetics 

based on the results and current literature are presented in Figure 4. 

6.   

Figure 4 Projection of the kinetic of IL-6, IL-10 and IL-1β for NS-CLBP and HC groups after HIIE 
Abbreviations: IL = Interleukin. 
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The current study has some other limitations. The design of this thesis could be a limiting 

factor. The research of dr. J. Verbrugghe used a cross-sectional design, in which all NS-CLBP 

participants underwent a moderate intense exercise protocol and a high intense interval 

protocol. The HC group only underwent the HIIE protocol. Between both measurements, a 

wash-out period of at least 7 days was introduced. The statisticians of this thesis did not 

consider the order of these measurements. The order of these protocols could be a 

measurement error within the statistics. Another statistical error can be considered, because 

of the arbitrary solution to calculated the means for the different detection thresholds of the 

inflammatory markers. In future research the inflammatory markers should be analysed on 

the same batch, so the same detection threshold can be used. If the researchers consider all 

data below the threshold to be missing data, an overestimation will be made of the amount 

of inflammation present within the participants. In this thesis, when more than 60% of the 

data was undetectable, the inflammatory marker was considered to be missing. When less 

than 60% of the data was undetectable, the mean of the two detection thresholds was used 

as resulting data. By taking the detection threshold as data, the differences in pre- and post-

measurements in some samples were statistically undetectable. Subsequently an 

underestimation could be made for the effect of the HIIE protocol. As this study showed a 

significant difference between groups for V'E, RER and BF it would be interesting for future 

research to estimate the possible impact of these parameters on baseline inflammation and 

the impact on inflammation during exercise. This study only investigated the acute effect of a 

single bout exercise on the inflammatory markers with NS-CLBP patients. In future research it 

would be interesting to investigate the acute duration of these inflammatory changes and how 

many training sessions are needed for clinical valuable adaptation. The literature shows 

inconsistent results regarding IL-6 and IL-1β, therefore the impact of systemic inflammation in 

patients with NS-CLBP remains unclear. This study could not clarify their roles. Thus, further 

research could be undertaken to clarify the role of these markers in the development or 

maintenance of nonspecific low back pain and associated symptoms.     

This study has several strengths, first of all, it is providing a clear and reproducible protocol. 

In addition, no adverse events occurred during the protocol, so it can be considered a feasible 

protocol and it can be applied directly in a clinical setting. Despite the lack of power in this 
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study, it was able to demonstrate significant changes in inflammatory markers in patients with 

HC and NS-CLBP patient during HIIE.    
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6. Conclusion 

This study provided low evidence for the effect of HIIE on inflammatory markers in individuals 

with NS-CLBP in comparison to HC. HIIE induced a significant increase of IL-1β for both groups. 

Only for the NS-CLBP group IL-10 significantly increased, therefore HIIT exercise could be an 

adequate addition to the physical rehabilitation of NS-CLBP patients. In addition, this study 

did not find a correlation between participant characteristics and the inflammatory response. 

These findings need to be further investigated. 
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